A. Given an undirected graph G = (V, E), and a designated vertex q ∈ V, the notion of a G-parking function (with respect to q) has recently been developed and studied by various authors. This notion generalizes the classical notion of a parking function associated with the complete graph. In this work, we study properties of certain maximum G-parking functions and relate them, in a bijective way, to another classical combinatorial object -the set of acyclic orientations of G. As a case study, we specialize some of our results to the graph corresponding to the discrete n-cube Q n , and provide a combinatorial explanation for a significant factor appearing in the number of spanning trees of Q n .
I
The classical parking functions provide a bijective correspondence between the spanning trees of the complete graph K n and certain integer-valued functions on the vertices of K n . A notion of parking functions which correspond to the spanning trees of an arbitrary graph G is more recent and is due to Postnikov and Shapiro [18] , who built on the work of Cori, Rossin and Salvy [9] . See Definition 2.1 below for the precise definition of a G-parking function, associated with a connected graph G. This notion is already rather powerful; besides generalizing the classical parking functions from K n to an arbitrary graph, it is also closely related to the so-called sandpile models [10, 8, 1] in algebra and related fields, the chip-firing games [5, 16, 17] , and the Tutte polynomial in discrete mathematics.
In this paper we provide some new combinatorial connections to the G-parking functions. We define a natural partial order ≺ on the set P(G, q) of parking functions, and consider the maximal elements in this poset P(G, q), ≺ . Much of our focus in this paper is on understanding the properties of such maximal parking functions. One of our main results (see Theorem 3.6) is to provide a simple bijection between the maximal parking functions in the poset and the set A(G; q) of acyclic orientations of G with a unique source at q. En route, we describe what we call an Extended Dhar algorithm in providing an acyclic orientation (with a unique source at q) corresponding to a maximal parking function, with respect to q. We derive various combinatorial consequences and algebraic connections of our correspondence. For example, using known results (namely those of Greene and Zaslavsky [14] and more recent work of Gebhard and Sagan [12] ), we further identify a 1-1 correspondence between the set of maximal parking functions and the set of spanning trees with no "broken circuits," or equivalently, the set of spanning trees with zero "external activity"; see Section 3 for the definitions of these terms.
As a second contribution, we describe a simple way to generate maximal parking functions in the Cartesian product graph G 1 G 2 , using maximal functions in the (factor) graphs G 1 and G 2 . We then specialize our study to understanding the parking functions in the discrete n-cube Q n on 2 n vertices. By describing certain special constructions of maximal parking functions f on Q n , we obtain a natural description of a set, dom( f ), of parking functions -those dominated, in the partial order given by ≺, by a special maximal parking function f . Interestingly enough we shall deduce (see Theorem 4.2) that
while it is a well-known fact that
Recall that (1.2) corresponds to the total number of spanning trees of Q n (see equation (5.85) in [19] ), using the matrix-tree theorem and the explicit knowledge of the necessary eigenvalues.
In light of the fact that finding a bijective proof accounting for the number of spanning trees of Q n has been open for several years, we hope this is a nontrivial step towards such a proof. Perhaps we must remark here that bijective proofs between the set of G-parking functions and the set of spanning trees of G (for arbitrary connected G) have been given by Chebikin and Pylyavskyy [7] .
Upon completion of this work, we have discovered (with the help of Matt Baker), that Theorem 3.1 can also be derived using chip-firing games: As described in [13] , the notion of a so-called diffuse state (introduced by [15] and see Definition 5.1 below) helps relate chip-firing configurations to acyclic orientations. A key theorem here (Theorem 14.11.2 from [13] ) is a bijection between the set of diffuse states and the set of all acyclic orientations AO(G). Our Theorem 5.2 below provides a somewhat different proof of this bijection, without involving the notion of recurrence in chip-firing.
In summary, our work provides various results on parking functions from a purely elementary combinatorial and algorithmic perspective, without involving the algebra of chip-firing configurations. We must however acknowledge the crucial role that the algebraic approach had played in the original discovery of some of the results mentioned herein.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review some preliminaries, including Dhar's burn criterion, which determines whether a given function is a parking function. In Section 3, we show the bijection between maximum parking functions and acyclic orientations with a unique source. In Section 4.1, we describe a construction of maximum parking functions on Cartesian products of graphs. In Section 4.2, we focus our study on the n-cube Q n , and provide some explicit constructions of maximum parking functions and related bounds. In Section 5, we provide the bijection between diffuse states and acyclic orientations of a graph.
G-P F  D' B C
In this section we recall the definition of a G-parking function and review Dhar's (burning) algorithm that can be used to determine whether an integer-valued function on the vertices of 
Proceeding by contradiction, suppose that there is some disconnected B ⊆ G\{q} such that
Consider then any largest connected set C ⊆ G\{q} such that C ⊆ B (also known as a connected component of B). Since C is connected we have, by the hypothesis of the proposition, that
implying that there is a vertex u ∈ C c \B c such that v and u are connected by an edge in G; (v) . But if this is true, then u ∈ B implying that C ∪ {u} ⊆ B is a (larger) connected set, contradicting the choice of C.
Throughout we assume that the reference vertex q is fixed, and we always consider parking functions with respect to this fixed vertex q, without necessarily bringing explicit reference to it.
A natural question to ask is whether a given integer-valued function on the vertices of G can easily be tested for being a G-parking function. In the context of the so-called sandpile models, Dhar [10] provided an algorithm, which can be interpreted as an efficient algorithm to test if a given function is a G-parking function. This was observed in [7] , wherein the algorithm was reformulated as follows. Let f : V \ {q} → Z + . We assume that f (q) = −1.
Step 1. Mark any unmarked vertex v which has more marked neighbors than f (v).
Step 2. Repeat Step 1 until no more vertices can be marked.
Step 3. Declare f to be a G-parking function if and only if all the vertices have been marked.
We omit the proof of correctness of the algorithm (as an exercise), which follows in a fairly straightforward way from the definition of a parking function.
On the set P(G, q) of parking functions on G with respect to q, there is a natural partial order we may define:
Definition 2.2. Given two parking functions f and g, we say g
The maximal elements in this partial order will be referred to as maximal parking functions.
Finally, a parking function with the largest sum is called a maximum parking function.
For a parking function f , let f := v f (v), and dom( f ) = {g ∈ P(G, q) : g ≺ f }.
The following two propositions are perhaps folk-lore.
Proposition 2.2. Let f be a G-parking function, suppose g : V(G)→Z
Proof. If f is a G-parking function, then all the vertices of can be marked using Dhar's burning criteria; since for each
neighbors to be marked in the graph of G labeled by g than in G labeled by f . Thus, we can use the same marking process to mark all the vertices of G labeled by g as Q n labeled by f . Thus g is a valid G-parking function.
Proposition 2.3. For every connected graph G = (V, E), every f ∈ P(G, q), we have f ≤ |E| − |V|. More over, the equality is always achieved.
Proof. We may prove this by induction on the number n ≥ 1 of vertices G. The base case consisting of V = {q} and no edges is trivially true. For the induction case, let n ≥ 2. Given f ∈ P(G, q), let v n be the last vertex to be marked by the Dhar algorithm. Then consider H := G \ {v n }, the graph obtained by removing v n and its incident edges. H is connected, since Dhar successfully marks all vertices before v n , and more over, the function f H denoting, f restricted to H, is an H-parking function with respect to q ∈ H. Thus we may apply the induction hypothesis to H and f H and complete the proof:
where we also used the fact that f (v) ≤ d(v) − 1, for every v and parking function f .
The proof also suggests that by assigning the maximum possible value, at each step in Dhar's marking algorithm, one easily obtains a (maximum) parking function which achieves the upper bound.
Note that the quantity |E|−|V|+1 is sometimes referred to as the genus g(G) of the graph (see e.g. Baker-Norine [1] ) and due to our convention of assigning f (q) := −1, we have g(G) − 1, as the bound in the above proposition.
M G-P F  A O   U S
Given a graph G, the notion of an acyclic orientation of the edges of G is classical, with an extensive literature. The notion of an acyclic orientation with a unique source at a fixed vertex is less well-studied. Let AO(G) denote the set of acyclic orientations of the graph G and let A(G, q) be the set of acyclic orientations of G with a unique source at vertex q. Finally, let MP(G, q) denote the set of maximum G-parking functions.
Theorem 3.1. There exists a bijection between A(G, q) and the set MP(G, q) of maximum G-parking functions.
Proof. Given an acyclic orientation O ∈ A(G, q) with a unique source at q, define the function f = f (O) on the vertices of G: let f (v) be the indegree (in O) of v minus 1. We will show that this correspondence provides the necessary bijection.
In any orientation, the sum of the indegrees equals the number of edges. Hence v f (v) = |E| − |V|. By using Dhar's algorithm, we may show that f is in fact a parking function: starting with q, we may repeatedly mark and remove the current set of source(s) in the acyclic orientation of the remaining graph; since a vertex v with value f (v) becomes a source only when all its f (v) + 1 in-neighbors have been marked and removed, the Dhar criterion is satisfied. Also observe that the procedure stops only after marking all the vertices, since every acyclic orientation has at least one source. Thus f (O) ∈ MP(G, q).
f (O 2 ), whenever O 1 O 2 , simply recall that an acyclic orientation is uniquely determined by its outdegree sequence: starting with the sinks, orient all edges into the sinks, remove the sinks, and repeat the process by subtracting one from the outdegrees of the neighbors of the sinks.
The proof will be complete once we establish the onto property, that every maximum parking function can be obtained this way. Given a maximum parking function f ∈ MP(G, q), we will construct an orientation O( f ) using the following modification of Dhar's algorithm, and will show that O( f ) ∈ A(G; q), thus essentially providing an inverse map to the above construction.
The Extended Dhar Algorithm.
Input: A maximal parking function f ∈ MP(G, q)
Output: An acyclic orientation O( f ) with a unique source at q.
Step 1. Start with v = q. Orient all edges out of q.
Step 2. If there exists a vertex v which accrued indegree(v) equal to f (v) + 1, mark v and orient the remaining edges incident at v outward from v.
Step 3. Repeat Step 2, until all vertices are marked and all edges are oriented.
The correctness of the original Dhar algorithm guarantees that all vertices will eventually be marked -indeed, the indegree(v) equals the number of neighbors marked before v; thus all edges will be oriented, meaning that O( f ) is an orientation of the edges of G. Observe that the indegree of a vertex v equals f (v) + 1. Since q is unique with f (q) := −1, it must be that q is the unique source. It is also easy to see that O( f ) is acyclic -if there were to be a cycle, considering the first vertex in the cycle which was marked, we obtain a contradiction to the way the edges were oriented (in Step 2 above) from a marked vertex.
Corollary 3.2. Every maximal parking function is a maximum parking function.
Proof. This follows from the proof of correctness of the Extended Dhar algorithm described above -if f were maximal, but not maximum, then there must be a vertex in Dhar's marking whose indegree is at least f (v) + 2. But then we can increase f (v) by one, and obtain a valid parking function, contradicting the maximality of f . (Note that it is possible that u ℓ−2 = u 1 = q.) Clearly, any other vertex involved in a directed path from u ℓ−1 to u ℓ preserves its in-degree and the out-degree. Thus no new sources have been created. Finally, the orientation is acyclic, since reversing the (orientation) of the entire set of paths between two vertices in a DAG never introduces directed cycles, completing the proof.
See Remark 3.1 below for a shorter (but indirect) proof of the above theorem. Proof. This follows from the observation that any tree has a unique parking function and, for any vertex v q, f (v) = 0. Using results from existing literature, we are now able to compile several equivalences, augmenting our Theorem 3.1 above. Before stating the theorem, we need to recall several definitions from the literature. We warn the reader that the purpose of the following theorem (at least in part) is to review known equivalences, and as such its proof will not be self-contained.
The Tutte (or Tutte-Whitney) polynomial of a graph G = (V, E) is the two-variable polynomial defined as
where n = |V| and κ(A) denotes the number of connected components of the graph on V using edgeset A. For λ ∈ Z + , the chromatic polynomial χ G (λ) of a graph G is defined as the number of proper vertex colorings of G using λ colors. For a general variable λ, the following relation between the chromatic polynomial and the Tutte polynomial is well-known (see e.g. [3, 4, 20, 22, 21] ):
where n = |V| is the number of vertices and κ(G) is the number of connected components of G.
Definition 3.1. Given a graph G = (V, E) and an ordering of all the edges of G, a broken circuit B ⊆ E is any cycle (of edges) of G minus the smallest (according to the ordering) edge in the cycle.
Note that since every cycle contains (or gives rise to) a broken circuit, a collection of edges not containing a broken circuit must necessarily be acyclic. The notion of a broken circuit is more general, and in fact explains the terminology: in the context of a matroid, an independent set of elements of the matroid obtained from a circuit, by removing the smallest element (once again, according to some apriori global ordering of all the elements) of the circuit. Finally, we remark here that some authors define a broken circuit as a cycle minus the largest edge. Clearly this makes no difference, since the ordering is arbitrary. • (a) The number of maximum G-parking functions with respect to q.
• (b) The number of acyclic orientations with a unique source at q.
• (c) The number of spanning trees with no broken circuits, or equivalently, with zero external activity.
• (d) The coefficient (up to sign) of the λ-term in the chromatic polynomial χ G (λ).
• (e) The value (up to sign) T G (1, 0) of the Tutte polynomial T G (x, y), evaluated at x = 1 and y = 0.
Proof. The equivalence between (c) and (d) is classical and is part of Whitney's Broken Circuit theorem [22] : that the chromatic polynomial on n vertices is given by
where m j is the number of r-subsets of edges of G which contain no broken circuit. The term m n−1 corresponds to (the absolute value of) the coefficient of λ; note that the n−1-subsets under consideration being necessarily acyclic, correspond to spanning trees which do not contain a broken circuit.
The equivalence between (b) and (d) is due to Greene and Zaslavsky [14] . A (direct) bijective proof of the equivalence between (b) and (c) is given by Gebhard and Sagan [12] , using a modification of an algorithm of Blass and Sagan [6] .
The equivalence between (d) and (e) follows from (3.2), and using κ(G) = 1, for a connected G. The equivalence between (a) and (e) follows from results of [10] and [16] , which confirmed a conjecture of Biggs [5] in the context of chip-firing. An inductive proof (using edge deletions and contractions) without involving chip-firing is due to Plautz and Calderer [17] . As described in [17] , the work of Dhar and Lopez provides the following result:
where w( f ) = |E(G)|−|V(G)|+ f , hence the equivalence of (a) and (e). The results in [16] and [8] also establish the equivalence between (c) and (e), with the minor modification that broken circuits are equivalently described using external acitivities -each broken circuit contributes an external activity of one to a spanning tree.
In addition to the above, Cori and Le Borgne [8] describe certain decreasing traversals of vertices and edges and a notion of strong edges to provide a bijection between recurrent chipfiring configurations (with a fixed "level") and spanning trees with a fixed "external activity". While the level corresponds to the sum of the values of a parking function (up to an additive shift), the external activity reflects the number of broken circuits, and we refer the interested reader to their paper for additional information. In Section 5 below, we describe a bijection between certain chip-firing configurations called diffuse states and (all) acyclic orientations of a graph; this provides an additional equivalent item to be included in the above, by way of q-critical, recurrent chip-firing configurations. Such connections are reviewed in Section 12 of Chapter 14 in [13] . 
P G  Q n -P F
Given two graphs G 1 and G 2 , there is a standard notion of the Cartesian product G 1 G 2 of the two graphs. Given a G 1 -parking function and a G 2 -parking function, we define below a G 1 G 2 -parking function in a natural way that is symmetric in G 1 and G 2 .
It is easy to see from the definition that the number of vertices in G 1 G 2 is |V 1 | |V 2 |, and that the number of edges is |V(
Parking functions on Product graphs.
While it seems hard to characterize parking functions on G 1 G 2 , by simply knowing those on G 1 and on G 2 , the following result gives one explicit way to construct maximum parking functions on product graphs.
Further, if f 1 and f 2 are maximum parking functions, then f 1 f 2 is a maximum parking function.
and q = (q 1 , q 2 ). To show that f ∈ P(G, q), once again we make crucial use of Dhar's marking algorithm; in particular, we will make use of the order in which the vertices of G 1 (and G 2 ) are marked in verifying that f 1 ∈ P(G 1 , q 1 ) (and f 2 ∈ P(G 2 , q 2 ), respectively). Using these in turn, we order the vertices in
prove that f is a valid parking function, by showing that the vertices of G 1 G 2 can be marked, using Dhar, in precisely the order given by < . We begin by noting that f (q) = f (q 1 , q 2 ) = f 1 (q 1 ) + f 2 (q 2 ) + 1 = −1. Now consider the vertices of G inductively, using the order given by < . By the time the vertex (u, v) is considered, observe that there are at least f (u) + f (v) + 2 neighbors of (u, v) that have already been marked, since they precede (u, v) in < : indeed, at least f (u)+1 neighbors of the form (u ′ , v) have been marked, (since the graph induced by fixing the second coordinate v is simply G 1 ), and similarly at least f (v)+1 neighbors of the form (u, v ′ )
have also been marked. Thus (u, v) can be assigned the value
hence f is a G-parking function.
Now, suppose that f 1 and f 2 are maximum G 1 -and G 2 -parking functions respectively. Then, we must show that f achieves the genus of g(G) minus one. This is easy to verify:
Q n -Parking Functions.
A quintessential product graph is the n-dimensional cube Q n , obtained by taking the product of an edge Q 1 with itself n times. For the purpose of this section, for integer n ≥ 1, we also view the n-cube Q n as the graph on 2 n vertices, which may conveniently be labeled by the 2 n binary vectors of length n, and with edges between vertices whose Hamming distance is one. We are interested in understanding the parking functions on Q n with respect to the vertex q = (0, 0, . . . , 0). Note that by Proposition 4.1, the canonical Q n -parking function is a maximum parking function, and hence the semi-canonical one is also a maximum. Recall the partial order on parking functions, and the notion of dom( f ) = {g ∈ P(G, q) : g ≺ f }, for a parking function f ∈ P(G, q). implies that, for u ∈ V(Q n ) and v ∈ V(Q 1 ) = {0, 1},
Thus for 0 ≤ k ≤ n, the value k can be obtained in f n+1 either by taking a k from f n and adding a zero to it (through, f 1 (0) + 1 = −1 + 1), or by taking a k − 1 from f n and adding a one to it (through, f 1 (1) = 0 + 1). By the induction hypothesis, the number of k's is
completing the induction step. Also note that, by definition, a semi-canonical parking function also has the same distribution of integers.
To complete the proof of the theorem, recall by Proposition 2.2, that for any v ∈ V(Q n )\{q}, if f (v) = k for k ∈ Z ≥1 , then for g ≺ f , we may have g(v) = 0, 1, . . . k; this implies that there are k + 1 possible values for such a g with respect to v. Since 0 ≤ k ≤ n − 1 and crucially, each value in the range of f is independent with respect to obtaining a parking function g dominated by f , we have that We hope the above remarks and examples indicate the difficulty in understanding the maximum parking functions on even a highly structured, symmetric graph such as the n-cube.
D    
As mentioned in the introduction, in the context of chip-firing, the following notion was introduced in [15] . 
Further, let s := v s(v).
Note the (complementary) similarity with the definition of a parking function, by observing First consider the following algorithm which constructs an acyclic orientation, by using a given diffuse state s with |E(G)| chips. We will make use of this in proving the necessary bijection of this section.
Step 1. The state s is diffuse, so
Step 2. Orient all of the edges incident to v outward.
Step 3. Delete v and all of its incident edges.
Step 4. Repeat Steps 1-3 until all edges of the graph are oriented.
The algorithm successfully orients all edges (and hence terminates) since, after Step 3, s restricted to the new graph (which is a subgraph of G) remains a diffuse state. Also note that this process gives an acyclic orientation since we cannot orient edges into a vertex which has positive outdegree, since this vertex has been deleted from the graph. For an injection in the other direction, we make use Lemma 5.1. Given a diffuse state s with m chips, we construct an acyclic orientation, by constructing a DAG: Lemma 5.1 guarantees the existence of sink(s); so we construct the orientation, by (i) repeatedly removing the current set of sinks, and (ii) subtracting a chip from each in-neighbor of a removed sink. It is easy to see that the updated function s at each step is still a diffuse state on the remaining graph. Note that this construction is one-one, since the DAG representation would come out differently, if s, s ′ are different diffuse states -this can be seen by considering the first time the current sets of sinks differ, when we start with s versus s ′ ; since the underlying graph is the same, there must be such a time whenever s s ′ .
